Samsung
Smart Doorlock
SHP-DH538
Smart home starts at your front door.

Randomizer

Low Battery Notification

Intrusion Alarm

SHP-DH538

Your door deserves smarter.

Security

Safety

Randomizer

High Temperature Alarm

Before you enter your password, you will
be prompted to enter two randomly chosen
digits. This makes it impossible to guess which
numbers have been entered by looking for
fingerprint smudges on the touch pad.

When the built-in sensor detects abnormal
high-temperature, the alarm will be triggered,
and the doorlock will flash to alert the user.
The doorlock will be also automatically
unlocked to allow fast escape.

Intrusion Alarm

RoHS Compliant

After 5 failed entry attempts lock will disable
itself for 3 minutes, preventing authentication
of any kind.Forced entry or attempted
tampering to bypass the lock will set off
alarm immediately.

Comply with EU RoHS standards,
and free from six hazardous substances
to the human body.

Anti-theft Mode
Enable Anti-theft mode when you
leave the house. Once activated,
an alarm will trigger if anyone attempts
to open the door from inside.

Specification
Double lock

Battery cover

Intrusion alarm
Low battery

Fingerprint scanner
External power

Convenience

Open/Close button

Thumb turn

Fingerprint Access
Using the same fingerprint authentication
methods as modern Smartphones, the scanner is
not affected by temperature or humidity.
A precise and rapid one-touch direct fingerprint
authentication method that does not require
any further actions to open the door.

Product Detail
Battery
Backup Power

Volume Setting
Volume can be adjusted or muted entirely
for the benefit of those around you.

Low Battery Notification

Weight
Product Size
(including lever)

Alkaline 1.5V AA battery(LR6) x 4
A 9V battery (not included)

2.7kg (including inner/outer unit)
Outer unit
Inner unit

81.8mm(W) x 320mm(H) x 66.8mm(D)
79mm(W) x 290mm(H) x 80.3mm(D)

Family Product

When the batteries are running low,
the doorlock informs you with melody
and LED icon.
SHP-DH537

smarthome.samsungsds.com

Access RFID key tag, Password,
Mechanical key
Color Copper, Dark brown

